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The North Atlantic is one of the hot-spots for ocean oxygen ventilation due to cold surface 
water and strong winter convection. This region is subjected to large interannual to 
multidecadal variability, which is suspected to strongly impact the regional and temporal 
oxygen ventilation and inventory. 

Here, we combined the most recent Argo dataset and repeated ship-based sections to 
investigate the oxygen variability of the Labrador Sea Water (LSW) in the Irminger Sea over 
the period 1991-2018 and its driving mechanisms. The oxygen concentration of LSW 
oscillated between 300 μmol/kg in the 90's and between 2015-2018, and 280 μmol/kg in 
the period 2002-2014. Over the 28-year record the variance of the oxygen concentration 
within the LSW was 41.8 (μmol/kg)2, while that of the oxygen solubility and Apparent 
Oxygen Utilization (AOU) were 7.0 (μmol/kg)2 and 30.6 (μmol/kg)2 respectively. 

This reveals the processes associated with AOU (mixing and consumption) as the main 
control on the observed oxygen variability. In the 90's and between 2015 and 2018, positive 
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index implied relatively cold waters and an intense 
subpolar gyre that enhanced winter convection in the Irminger Sea. LSW oxygen 
concentration was high and close to saturation (about 93% as referenced in the literature in 
this region). In contrast, during the period 2002-2014 of low oxygen concentration, negative 
NAO anomaly led to warmer waters, weaker convection, and generally higher AOU. The 
latter was likely associated with less intense local oxygen ventilation that increased the 
water age. 

Between 1991 and 2018, the observed LSW oxygen concentration in the Irminger Sea is 
subjected to strong interannual to decadal variability that masks any significant linear 
trend. 

• Variability of the oxygen concentration, from 1991 
to 2018, and in the Irminger Sea, which is an 
important region for oxygen ventilation. 

• Combining data from hydrographic sections and 
the Argo database 

• Research questions ?  

• What is the change in oxygen concentration in 
the Irminger Sea? 

• What are the processes explaining the 
observed oxygen variability in the Irminger 
Sea? 



Strong interannual to decadal variability in the oxygen concentration within the LSW layer 

From 1991 to 1997 (P1): High oxygen concentration (≈ 300 μmol kg−1) is observed in the LSW. 


From 2002 to 2014 (P2): LSW became lighter, warmer and less oxygenated (≈ 280 μmol kg−1).


From 2015 to 2018 (P3): The characteristics of LSW recovered to those observed in the 90’s decade. 

Results: LSW Oxygen variability in the Irminger Sea



Results: LSW Oxygen variability in the Irminger Sea

Variations in Osat account only for 17% of the total oxygen variability over the 28-years period, while most of it 
was related with changes in AOU (73%). 


The relative contribution of both terms, as well as the processes explaining the changes in AOU, vary over 
interannual to decadal scales depending on the dynamical features in the Irminger Sea. 


During the periods of intense convection in the 90’s (P1), when the subpolar gyre was cold and the mixed layer 
was deep, the oxygen concentration is close to the 93% of Osat. 


The smaller AOU estimated during this period can be attributed to strong ventilation and oxygen uptake. 



Results: LSW Oxygen variability in the Irminger Sea

During P2, the higher AOU within the LSW layer likely resulted from a combination between (little) vertical mixing, 
biological consumption, and changes in lateral advection that may have increased the water age. 


Peaks of low AOU coincide with high oxygen concentration that can be explained by larger deep convection 
events that took place during the warm phase of the subpolar gyre. 


The relatively high values of AOU during the deepest convection years (2015 and 2016) could be attributed to the 
continuous entrainment of undersaturated waters from the less oxygenated and deeper LSW as the mixed layer 
deepens until its deepest level in 2016.



Results: Subpolar gyre variability

Atmospheric forcing and oxygen 
content connected through: 


(1) positive NAO index implies 
increased heat loss, stronger winds, 
stronger WSC, and enhanced winter 
convection in the Irminger Sea 


(2) stronger WSC contributes to an 
intensification of the subpolar gyre


(3) (1) and (2) are associated with less 
stratified and cooler surface waters. 


During the P1 and P3: strong convection events associated with cold and deep mixed layer explained the deeper 
ventilation, a progressive reduction in the water age (AOU), thus an increase of the oxygen concentration in the 
LSW. 


During P2: negative NAO and WSC have favored weaker, warmer and more stratified gyre, thus shallower 
ventilation and lower oxygen concentration. 



Conclusions

• The most updated Argo oxygen dataset reveals a recent and strong oxygenation of 
the LSW in the Irminger Sea.


• Strong interannual to decadal changes in vertical mixing and advection dominate the 
observed variability of oxygen concentration within the LSW layer in the Irminger 
Sea. 


• Decadal Oxygen concentration changes are controlled by variability of intensity of 
winter convection under intensified/weaker phase of subpolar gyre decadal 
variability and mask any significant trend between 1991 and 2018.
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